
 
 

GRAND MASTER Rabbi  RELIGIOUS 
ADVISER Sex Change 

 

HASH CASH Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH NERD Bigfoot  

 
HARE RAISER Jake the Peg 0492 065 565 HASH TRASH Sex Change  

HASH BOOZE Cheesecake 0448 841 912 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH CATS PISS Structure Fucker 0412 621 032 HASH RECYCLER Overproof 0424 955 426 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver 0418 460 188    

 

Run 2278 
 

 
 Our band of fearless hashers milled around Arthur Davis Park on the Sandgate foreshore before following S***k 
concise instructions and headed off into the interior as darkness descended exploring the local mountains before 
hitting the First Lagoon and returning to base.  
The Circle 
In the absence of our inglorious GM Rabbi and effervescent RA Sex Change CHEESECAKE guided the apres and then 
handed over the proceedings to CHUNDER  
Run report was given by our virgin hasher, ANAL COPULATOR, from places unknown who was so surprised by the 
clarity of the markings and the variety of the scenery that he gave it a resounding 6 out of 10.  
Walk report was possibly given by VAMPIRE  
Visitors:  
Virgins who actually put the rest of the pack to shame by running - ANAL COPULATOR & CHICKEN TRUCK  
Anniversaries : 
69 runs – Raw Liver & Singapore Sling  
Returnees : 
B - very few of the pack can remember when he last appeared (the lack of hair didn’t help jog the collective memory)  
Charges : 
Ryvita for losing her black bra at the Hash in the Gash (what happens on hash stays on hash so no speculating) again. 
B1 for going arse over tit on the run despite being the only runner with a flashlight 
Jake the Peg  for yet another charge that back fired and was reversed Flower & Tail for absconding from our Hash to 
the not the Hash Nash in Adelaide Vampire – unrecorded charge  
Awards : 
Vampire;- Titus finally gave up the Big Prick after many weeks of forgettable enjoyment and awarded it to Vampire 
who was quite ecstatic to receive it (see X rated photo attached) 
B- :- Jake The Peg reluctantly gave up the Grub Shirt to B-  
S****K served up a sumptuous feast of fried rice & chicken followed by a fresh fruit & custard dessert 
 



 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

1. Keep your Covid to yourself and be respectful of fellow hashers 
2. Like Sex Change, we need more hares””- open dates in March need volunteers 
3. Hash in the Gash- last week 
4. AGPU- 2nd April, run starts at 2pm, 121 Rivergum Drive, Burr-Pen-gry 

 
Next week’s run:  
21/3/22 : RUN 2279 Suttons Beach, Radcliffe (Vampire) 
 
 

        
 

          
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 

             
 

 


